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Abstract

Most olivine relict grains in cosmic spherules selected for the present study are pristine and have not been disturbed during
their atmospheric entry, thereby preserving their chemical, mineralogical and isotopic compositions. In order to understand
the origin of the particles, oxygen isotope compositions of relict olivine grains in twelve cosmic spherules collected from deep
sea sediments of the Indian Ocean were studied using secondary ion mass spectrometry. Most of the data lie close to the
CCAM (Carbonaceous Chondrite Anhydrous Mineral) line, with D17O ranging from �5& to 0&. The data overlap oxygen
isotopic compositions of chondrules from carbonaceous chondrites such as CV, CK, CR and CM, which suggests that chon-
drules from carbonaceous chondrites are the source of relict grains in cosmic spherules. Chemical compositions of olivine in
cosmic spherules are also very similar to chondrule olivine from carbonaceous chondrites. Several olivine relict grains in three
cosmic spherules are 16O-rich (D17O �21.9& to �18.7&), similar to oxygen isotopic compositions observed in calcium alu-
minum rich inclusions (CAIs), amoeboid olivine aggregates (AOAs), and some porphyritic chondrules from carbonaceous
chondrites. These grains appear to have recorded the initial oxygen isotopic composition of the inner solar nebula. Three
olivine grains from two cosmic spherules have d18O values >+20&, which could be interpreted as mixing with stratospheric
oxygen during atmospheric entry.
� 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. INTRODUCTION

Oxygen isotopes can play a significant role in unravel-
ling the origin and processes undergone by small sized dust
particles (>10 lm to �few mm) known as micrometeorites
or cosmic spherules. These micrometeorites record evidence
of formation processes in the early solar nebula if the mate-
rials are primitive. Others record evidence of evolved aster-
oids, similar to chondritic or achondritic parent bodies
(e.g., Taylor et al., 2007; Genge et al., 2008; Gounelle
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2015.05.004
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et al., 2009; Badjukov et al., 2010; Suavet et al., 2010;
Cordier et al., 2011a,b, 2012; Van Ginneken et al., 2012;
Cordier and Folco, 2014). Micrometeorites are a major
source of extra-terrestrial dust particles with fluxes of
�7500 to 30,000 tonnes/yr (Love and Brownlee, 1993;
Cremonese et al., 2012), although the material that survives
Earth’s atmospheric entry is much less (Taylor et al., 2000;
Yada et al., 2004; Prasad et al., 2013). Micrometeorites are
expected to have sampled a wide variety of parent bodies,
including those known through meteorite studies, and some
that have not yet been sampled (Brownlee, 1985; Gounelle
et al., 2009; Badjukov et al., 2010). Understanding the
origin of micrometeorites/cosmic spherules by comparing
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chemical compositions is not completely reliable for accu-
rate parent body identification in view of the changes they
undergo due to ablation during atmospheric entry
(Cordier and Folco, 2014). In most cases it has been sug-
gested on the basis of bulk chemistry that micrometeorites
or cosmic spherules are related to carbonaceous chondrites
(Kurat et al., 1994; Beckerling and Bischoff, 1995; Brownlee
et al., 1997; Greshake et al., 1998; Cordier et al., 2011a;
Rudraswami et al., 2012; Imae et al., 2013). However, there
is no conclusive evidence on the relationship of the microm-
eteorites/cosmic spherules to the major components of
meteorites such as chondrules and calcium–aluminum-rich
inclusions (CAIs).

CAIs, the first solar system objects in the solar nebula,
are formed by condensation of refractory minerals at high
temperatures. They are 16O-rich, whereas chondrules,
which are 1–2 Ma younger than CAIs, formed in relatively
16O-poor environments indicating a different set of environ-
mental conditions during their formation (Clayton, 1993;
Yurimoto et al., 1998; Jones et al., 2004; Rudraswami
et al., 2011b; Nakashima et al., 2012; Ushikubo et al.,
2012; Tenner et al., 2013, 2015). The oxygen isotope com-
positions of both chondrules and CAIs from carbonaceous
chondrites fall close to the line defined as the Carbonaceous
Chondrite Anhydrous Minerals (CCAM) line, which has a
slope of �1 on an oxygen three-isotope plot (Clayton et al.,
1977, Clayton, 1993). High precision oxygen isotope studies
on chondrules of the Acfer 094 ungrouped carbonaceous
chondrite define a primitive chondrule minerals (PCM) line
with slope �1 that plots on the left side of the CCAM line
(Ushikubo et al., 2012). Further high precision study on
chondrules of different types of carbonaceous chondrites
such as Yamato 81020 CO3.0 (Tenner et al., 2013),
Meteorite Hills 00426 and Queen Alexandra Range 99177
CR3 (Tenner et al., 2015) confirms compositions that fall
on the PCM line. Previous oxygen isotope studies done
on individual minerals from Antarctica micrometeorites
have a trend similar to the PCM line (Engrand et al.,
1999; Gounelle et al., 2005). The oxygen isotopic composi-
tion of spinel in cosmic spherules is enriched in 16O having
d17,18O � �40& similar to that of CAIs (Engrand et al.,
1999; Taylor et al., 2012), while oxygen isotopic composi-
tions of silicates are similar to those in chondrules found
in carbonaceous chondrites (Engrand et al., 1999;
Gounelle et al., 2009). The oxygen isotope compositions
of melted cosmic spherules have extremely high d18O sug-
gesting that they undergo exchange with stratospheric
oxygen during atmospheric entry (Clayton et al., 1986;
Engrand et al., 2005). However, less melted or partially
melted spherules have preserved isotopic composition sug-
gesting these spherules represent chondrule fragments
(Engrand et al., 1999, 2005).

In contrast to carbonaceous chondrites, bulk oxygen
isotope compositions of chondrules in ordinary chondrites,
as well as in-situ analyses of olivine and pyroxene in chon-
drules, fall above both the CCAM and the terrestrial frac-
tionation (TF) lines (Clayton et al., 1983, 1991; Kita
et al., 2010).

Here we report on the oxygen isotope compositions of
relict grains in cosmic spherules that were recovered from
the surficial sediments of the Indian Ocean. Relict grains
are defined as grains that survived the heating of atmo-
spheric entry: relict grains of olivine and rare pyroxene
are usually Mg-rich and have only minor Fe-rich zoning
around their edges. More fayalite-rich olivine is also seen
in some spherules: this has been described previously by
Genge et al. (2008). Our selection of relict grains for analy-
sis likely biases our observations to material derived from
unequilibrated chondrite sources, in which forsterite is
common, as opposed to equilibrated chondrites or differen-
tiated meteorites. However, our objective is to address the
origin of the relict grains, rather than to assess the source
of the overall population of micrometeorites. Oxygen iso-
tope compositions in the olivine grains that are analyzed
here are compared with components of chondrites such as
chondrules and CAIs. In addition, the oxygen isotope stud-
ies on cosmic spherules further improve our understanding
of the stratospheric oxygen exchange expected during entry
into Earth’s atmosphere.

2. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

The cosmic spherules for the present study were collected
from deep sea sediments of the central Indian Ocean,
between longitude 74 to 76 �E and latitude �13 to �10 �S,
at water depths of �5200 m with a grab sampler that pene-
trated the seafloor up to 15 cm (Rudraswami et al., 2011a,
2012; Prasad et al., 2013). Close to �3 tonnes (wet weight)
of sediment were sieved on two different cruises of
Akademik Aleksandr Sidorenko (a research vessel chartered
by the Government of India) of 30 days each, from 100
close-spaced sampling operations. The recovered sediments
were sieved in a �200 lm size mesh followed by magnetic
separation. Cosmic spherules were handpicked from the
magnetic separates under a binocular microscope, mounted
in epoxy and polished to expose their internal features.
Fifteen such mounts were prepared each containing more
than a hundred spherules on a single section. For the present
investigation, we selected cosmic spherules having potential
relict grains with grain sizes >20 lm. Efforts were made to
select cosmic spherules that had at least two potential relict
grains of the required size for ion microprobe analyses.

The polished sections were carbon coated and were
observed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM
JSM-5800LV at National Institute of Oceanography,
Goa, India) for characterization, classification and to iden-
tify relict mineral grains greater than 20 lm for oxygen iso-
tope analyses using ion microprobe. Quantitative analyses
of individual phases were obtained by an electron micro-
probe (Cameca SX5 at National Institute of
Oceanography, Goa, India) using the following analytical
parameters: accelerating voltage of �15 kV, beam current
of �12 nA and beam diameter of �1 to 2 lm. All the min-
eral grains that were analyzed for oxygen isotopes were oli-
vine, due to the large grain size available for the analyses.
Multiple analyses were done on different mineral phases
for each cosmic spherule and the bulk composition esti-
mated using these compositions along with image analysis
using the image J software program. Olivine is the dominant
phase and there were no pyroxene phases in these cosmic
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spherules, however, some mesostasis was present in a few
cosmic spherules. In addition, X-ray maps were obtained
for different elements, using electron microprobe (wave-
length dispersive spectrometers, WDS). Superimposing
Mg, Fe, and Ca maps by assigning the colors red, green
and blue, respectively, shows the presence of forsteritic
relict grains, provides an understanding of elemental associ-
ations and helps to differentiate between the mineral phases.

In situ measurements of the oxygen isotope compositions
of relict grains were done using the Cameca ims-1280 sec-
ondary ion mass spectrometer (SIMS or ion microprobe)
at the University of Hawaii, Honolulu, USA. The Cs+ pri-
mary beam with a current of �1 nA rastered over
7 � 7 lm was used for measuring secondary oxygen ions.
All isotopes of oxygen were measured simultaneously,
16O� and 18O� were detected using multi-collection
Faraday cup (FC) detectors, and 17O� was detected using
monocollector electron multiplier. The mass resolving
power set for 16O� and 18O� was �2000, and that for
17O� was �5600 sufficient to resolve hydride interference
16OH�. The contribution of interference 16OH� on 17O�

was verified after each analysis and was found to be insignif-
icant (<0.1&). Measured oxygen isotope ratios are
expressed as d17O and d18O, as permil deviation from
Standard Mean Ocean Water (SMOW), expressed as
d17,18O = [(17,18O/16O)sample/(

17,18O/16O)SMOW � 1) � 1000].
The deviation from the terrestrial mass fractionation line is
expressed as D17O = d17O � 0.52 � d18O (Clayton, 1993).
San Carlos olivine was used as a standard to correct
instrumental mass fractionation for each session. External
reproducibility of multiple standard analyses for both
d17O and d18O was �0.5& to 1& (2r) and was propagated
to errors of individual measurements. The individual ana-
lyzed spots were observed under SEM to identify cracks,
grain borders and pits of ion microprobe analyses. All anal-
yses done on cracks or grain boundaries were rejected.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Petrography and chemistry

Twelve cosmic spherules out of the >1500 observed con-
tain relict grains >20 lm in size, indicating that the relict
grains have survived atmospheric entry (Figs. 1 and 2).
These relict grains are Mg-rich olivine having Fo P 80%,
and are the best candidates to compare oxygen isotope com-
positions with other known extraterrestrial materials. The
presence of forsterite-rich grains compared to the neighbor-
ing, more FeO-rich, olivine grains in cosmic spherules sug-
gest the Fo-rich grains have not been affected by
atmospheric heating and provide an opportunity to under-
stand their original chemical and isotopic compositions.
Three of the spherules, AAS38-43-P55, AAS62-61-P22
and AAS38-188-P43, are fine-grained and vesicular and
are classified as relict bearing (Figs. 1 and 2b, f, g). The
vesicular texture indicates escape of volatile elements,
mostly likely as a result of heating during atmospheric
entry. The other nine particles have porphyritic textures,
similar to textures of porphyritic chondrules.
AAS38-43-P38 and AAS62-51-P8 (Figs. 1 and 2a, h) both
contain larger vesicles, located around the edges of the par-
ticles, which also probably indicates escape of volatile ele-
ments during atmospheric entry. The majority of the relict
olivine grains have sizes in the range of �5 to 30 lm; how-
ever, there are some that are quite large compared with the
nominal range in grain size of spherules. AAS38-188-P43,
AAS62-51-P8 and AAS62-40-P40 (Figs. 1 and 2g, h, j) con-
tain large relict grains �100 lm in size.

The approximate bulk chemical compositions of the cos-
mic spherules, and compositions of olivine grains where
oxygen isotope analysis was done, are summarized in
Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The olivine grains analyzed
for oxygen isotopes are dominated by forsteritic composi-
tions, excluding a few that are more FeO-rich, with Fo
�60% (Table 2). Most olivine grains are zoned with a core
having Fo�70% to 99% (Fig. 2). Combined X-ray elemental
maps in Mg (red), Fe (green), Ca (blue) show that the cosmic
spherules are dominated by forsteritic olivine (Fig. 2). There
is also a small amount of mesostasis in many spherules;
however, we have not analyzed mesostasis where mesostasis
abundance is low and difficult to analyze by electron micro-
probe. In such cases mesostasis is not included in the bulk
analyses. All the cosmic spherules are Ca- and Al-poor (bulk
CaO and bulk Al2O3 < 4 wt%) except AAS38-188-P15
which has a relatively high abundance of Ca, Al-rich
mesostasis (Fig. 2). Approximate bulk compositions for
selected major elements have CI- and Si-normalized abun-
dances close to 1, except for Na, Ca and Al (Fig. 3). The
CaO, MnO and Cr2O3 concentration of the olivine grains
analyzed for oxygen isotope studies fall within the ranges
0.1–0.6, 0.1–0.4 and 0.1–0.7 wt%, respectively.

3.2. Oxygen isotopes

A total of 31 oxygen isotope analyses were made on oli-
vine grains in 12 cosmic spherules (Table 3) and the oxygen
three-isotope plots for individual cosmic spherules are
shown in Fig. 4. The oxygen isotope compositions within
each cosmic spherule are heterogeneous, but mostly lie
close to the CCAM line. Values of d18O, d17O and D17O
of the analyzed olivine grains in these cosmic spherules
range from �39.7& to 30.9&, �41.8& to 9.2& and
�21.9& to �2.2&, respectively. Combined elemental
X-ray images marked with D17O values illustrate the spatial
distribution of the analyzed spots (Fig. 2). AAS38-43-P38,
AAS38-43-P55 and AAS62-61-P20 show a spread of com-
positions extending to low d17,18O values, down to
��40&, similar to those seen in CAIs and some chon-
drules of carbonaceous chondrites (e.g., Clayton et al.,
1977; Clayton, 1993; Yurimoto et al., 1998; McKeegan
and Leshin, 2001; Wasson et al., 2001; Yurimoto and
Wasson, 2002; Jones et al., 2004; Rudraswami et al.,
2011b; Ushikubo et al., 2012). However, in
AAS38-43-P55 and AAS62-61-P20 the spread in d18O also
extends to very high values, >20&, which lie close to the TF
line. In situ ion microprobe measurements of the remainder
of the cosmic spherules show oxygen isotope compositions
similar to those in chondrule phenocrysts of carbonaceous
chondrites, with d18O values between �10& and +10&

and plotting along the slope �1 line.



Fig. 1. Backscattered electron (BSE) images of cosmic spherules showing the presence of relict olivine grains. Forsterite-rich grains can be
clearly distinguished because they are dark gray. Numbers indicate the locations of chemical analyses given in Table 2 and oxygen isotope
analyses given in Table 3. Most of the olivine grains selected for oxygen isotope analyses are >20 lm in size. Cosmic spherules AAS38-43-P55,
AAS62-61-P22, AAS38-188-P43 have fine-grained, vesicular, relict-bearing textures, while AAS38-43-P38, AAS62-61-P20, AAS38-204-P33,
AAS62-32-P20, AAS62-51-P8, AAS38-188-P15, AAS62-40-P40, AAS62-40-P107, AAS62-40-P108 have porphyritic textures.
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4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Link to chondrules in carbonaceous chondrites

Although chondrules are the major components of
chondrites (up to 80%), the contribution of chondrules to
the micrometeorite flux remains uncertain. In addition to
oxygen isotope evidence, discussed below, several of the
cosmic spherules in this study appear to have porphyritic
igneous textures, similar to chondrules, which suggests that
some individual particles could actually be represent chon-
drules or fragments of chondrules that have survived as
interplanetary dust particles following collisions on
asteroids. Sizes of the micrometeorites, 100–200 lm, are
comparable to the average sizes of chondrules in CO and
CM chondrites (�150 and 300 lm, respectively, e.g.,
Jones, 2012). In addition, the oxygen isotopic compositions
of olivine grains in CO and CM chondrites are similar to
those found in the present study (Hiyagon and
Hashimoto, 1999; Jones et al., 2000). It should also be
noted that the 16O enriched phases of cosmic spherules
could also be related to AOAs (amoeboid olivine aggre-
gates) which have similar oxygen isotopic composition
(Imai and Yurimoto, 2003; Fagan et al., 2004; Krot et al.,
2004a,b). The survival of a particle during atmospheric
entry mainly depends on the zenith angle and velocity of



Fig. 2. Combined X-ray elemental maps of Mg (red), Fe (green) and Ca (blue) for the cosmic spherules analyzed for oxygen isotopes. Values
of D17O are indicated in white. The bright red color indicates the olivine grains that have high Fo contents. Several of the analyzed cosmic
spherules have Ca-rich mesostasis (blue), particularly AAS38-188-P15. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the particle. Large zenith angle and lower velocity during
entry will preserve the particle, although the percentage
with these orbital parameters is small (Love and
Brownlee, 1993). The large (up to 100 lm) crystal sizes of
olivine grains, presence of zoning, presence of Ca, Al-rich
mesostasis, and the chemistry of the cosmic spherules
selected in the present study bear a strong resemblance to
porphyritic olivine (PO) chondrules (Genge et al., 2005).
Chondrule textures comparable to those in Figs. 1 and 2
are illustrated in many papers on chondrules (e.g., Jones,
2012). Type II chondrules, which are FeO-rich, contain
zoned olivine grains that commonly have forsteritic cores
(e.g., Jones, 1992; Berlin et al., 2011). The forsteritic cores
are interpreted as relict grains in the sense that they



Table 1
Bulk chemical composition (wt%) of cosmic spherules analyzed for oxygen isotope composition.

Cosmic spherule Type na Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 CaO TiO2 Cr2O3 MnO FeO NiO Total

AAS38-43-P38 Porphyritic 15 0.1 33.2 0.4 36.2 0.3 – 0.4 0.3 28.1 0.4 99.5
AAS38-43-P55 Relict bearing 9 0.1 33.2 0.4 36.2 0.3 – 0.4 0.3 28.1 0.4 99.5
AAS62-61-P20 Porphyritic 13 – 41.3 0.2 38.3 0.2 – 0.3 0.2 17.3 0.7 98.6
AAS38-204-P33 Porphyritic 18 0.1 31.6 3.0 38.8 2.6 0.1 0.2 0.2 24.2 0.1 101.4
AAS62-32-P20 Porphyritic 8 – 41.7 0.1 38.2 0.2 – 0.3 0.2 17.4 2.6 101.0
AAS62-61-P22 Relict bearing 8 0.1 33.2 1.8 36.6 0.3 – 0.3 0.2 26.8 0.2 99.7
AAS38-188-P43 Relict bearing 15 – 47.4 0.2 40.0 0.4 0.1 0.4 0.1 11.8 0.4 100.7
AAS62-51-P8 Porphyritic 11 – 44.9 0.2 39.9 0.3 – 0.3 0.1 13.0 0.7 99.5
AAS38-188-P15 Porphyritic 21 – 23.6 3.2 38.5 6.0 0.1 0.3 0.3 27.3 0.0 99.8
AAS62-40-P40 Porphyritic 17 – 45.1 0.2 39.0 0.2 – 0.3 0.1 11.3 0.4 96.8
AAS62-40-P107 Porphyritic 22 – 36.0 1.2 37.6 0.7 – 0.3 0.2 21.4 0.5 98.3
AAS62-40-P108 Porphyritic 10 – 30.3 1.5 39.4 3.8 0.1 0.2 0.3 20.6 0.8 97.1

a Numbers of spot analysis used for obtaining the average.

Table 2
Chemical composition (wt%) of relict olivine analyzed for oxygen isotope composition.

Cosmic spherule Type # Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 CaO TiO2 Cr2O3 MnO FeO NiO Total Fo%

AAS38-43-P38 Porphyritic 1 0.1 28.9 – 36.0 0.4 – 0.2 0.4 33.4 0.1 99.4 60.7
2 0.3 46.7 0.2 38.7 0.2 – 0.2 0.1 12.1 0.5 99.0 87.3
3 0.1 29.4 1.1 31.9 0.3 0.1 0.7 0.2 35.2 0.6 99.6 59.8
4 – 35.3 0.5 36.4 0.2 – 0.4 0.3 26.5 0.3 99.9 70.4

AAS38-43-P55 Relict bearing 1 0.1 53.5 – 42.3 0.2 – 0.4 0.2 3.9 0.1 100.6 96.1
2 0.2 32.9 0.3 36.2 0.3 0.1 0.7 0.2 28.2 0.6 99.6 67.5

AAS62-61-P20 Porphyritic 1 – 54.6 – 41.7 0.2 – 0.5 0.2 1.4 0.1 98.6 98.6
2 – 48.3 0.3 40.4 0.3 – 0.4 0.2 9.7 0.2 99.9 89.9
3 – 53.5 0.6 41.4 0.3 – 0.5 0.2 2.7 – 99.2 97.3
4 – 38.2 0.2 37.8 0.2 – 0.3 0.2 21.1 1.3 99.4 76.4
5 0.1 40.6 0.1 37.9 0.1 – 0.2 0.1 17.6 0.7 97.6 80.4

AAS38-204-P33 Porphyritic 1 – 51.1 0.2 41.5 0.5 0.1 0.3 – 5.4 – 99.2 94.4
2 – 48.8 0.2 41.2 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.1 10.3 0.1 101.5 89.4
3 – 44.5 0.2 40.5 0.6 0.1 0.3 0.2 13.8 – 100.1 85.2
4 0.1 38.5 0.2 37.9 0.1 – 0.4 0.3 22.5 0.1 100.3 75.3

AAS62-32-P20 Porphyritic 1 – 53.4 – 40.6 0.2 – 0.4 0.1 2.5 0.1 97.3 97.4
2 – 52.4 – 40.4 0.2 – 0.3 0.2 6.2 0.2 99.9 93.8

AAS62-61-P22 Relict bearing 1 – 54.5 – 42.0 0.2 0.1 0.5 0.1 1.3 – 98.7 98.6
2 – 53.9 0.1 41.5 0.2 – 0.3 0.2 1.3 – 97.4 98.7

AAS38-188-P43 Relict bearing 1 – 55.8 0.2 42.4 0.4 0.1 0.5 0.1 1.2 – 100.7 98.8
2 – 56.1 0.2 42.0 0.4 0.1 0.4 0.1 1.1 0.1 100.5 98.9

AAS62-51-P8 Porphyritic 1 0.1 54.2 0.2 42.3 0.4 0.1 0.2 – 1.3 – 98.9 98.7
2 – 55.4 0.2 42.6 0.5 – 0.2 – 0.9 – 99.8 99.1

AAS38-188-P15 Porphyritic 1 – 55.2 – 43.8 0.2 – 0.5 0.1 2.0 – 101.9 98.0
2 0.1 51.5 0.1 41.7 0.2 – 0.7 0.3 5.7 – 100.2 94.2
3 – 44.1 0.1 39.7 0.3 – 0.4 0.2 15.8 0.1 100.7 83.2

AAS62-40-P40 Porphyritic 1 – 55.4 0.1 42.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 – 0.6 – 98.9 99.4
2 – 55.5 0.1 42.6 0.3 0.1 0.1 – 0.7 – 99.4 99.3
3 – 55.6 0.2 42.2 0.3 – 0.2 0.1 1.2 – 99.7 98.8

AAS62-40-P107 Porphyritic 1 – 53.8 0.3 41.1 0.5 0.1 0.1 – 1.7 0.1 97.7 98.2

AAS62-40-P108 Porphyritic 1 – 54.8 0.1 42.4 0.3 – 0.5 0.1 1.1 – 99.2 98.9
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survived chondrule formation. Similar textures are observed
in cosmic spherules AAS38-43-P38, AAS62-61-P20,
AAS62-32-P20, AAS62-51-P8, AAS62-40-P40, AAS62-40-P107,
and AAS62-40-P108.
Relict olivine grains of cosmic spherules have CaO,
MnO, and Cr2O3 contents between 0.1–0.6, 0.1–0.4 and
0.1–0.7 wt% (Table 2), within the range of compositions
of chondrule olivine from carbonaceous and ordinary



Fig. 3. CI and Si normalized abundances of major elements in cosmic spherules, compared with bulk analyses of different types of chondrites.
The gray lines are chondrite bulk compositions (Lodders and Fegley, 1998). The majority of the elements in cosmic spherules are close to CI
value except in the case of Na, while Al and Ca are also <1 � CI in many cases. AAS38-188-P15 is the only spherule that has Ca > 1 (orange
line). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 3
Oxygen isotopic composition of relict olivine grains in cosmic spherules. The oxygen isotope d values are in &.

Cosmic spherule Type # Fo% d18O 2r d17O 2r D17O 2r

AAS-38-43-P38 Porphyritic 1 60.7 1.2 0.7 �2.8 0.7 �3.5 0.8
2 87.3 �30.6 0.7 �34.7 0.6 �18.8 0.8
3 59.8 �9.7 0.9 �16.1 0.7 �11.0 0.9
4 70.4 �8.4 1.0 �14.8 0.9 �10.5 1.1

AAS-38-43-P55 Relict bearing 1 96.1 �39.7 0.7 �41.8 0.6 �21.1 0.7
2 67.5 20.5 0.7 7.9 0.6 �2.7 0.7

AAS62-61-P20 Porphyritic 1 98.6 �5.2 0.8 �11.1 1.3 �8.4 1.3
2 89.9 �26.9 0.9 �32.9 1.2 �18.9 1.3
3 97.3 �34.8 1.0 �40.0 1.3 �21.9 1.4
4 76.4 30.9 0.8 9.2 1.3 �6.8 1.3
5 80.4 28.3 0.9 9.1 1.2 �5.6 1.3

AAS-38-204-P33 Porphyritic 1 94.4 �11.9 1.2 �12.4 0.8 �6.2 1.1
2 89.4 �6.2 1.2 �7.9 0.9 �4.7 1.1
3 85.2 3.3 1.2 �1.3 0.9 �3.0 1.1
4 75.3 8.0 1.2 2.0 0.8 �2.2 1.0

AAS62-32-P20 Porphyritic 1 97.4 �0.2 0.7 �4.8 0.8 �4.7 0.9
2 93.8 �4.6 0.6 �7.8 0.8 �5.4 0.8

AAS62-61-P22 Relict bearing 1 98.6 �6.5 0.9 �11.2 1.3 �7.8 1.4
2 98.7 �3.3 0.9 �10.7 1.3 �8.9 1.4

AAS-38-188-P43 Relict bearing 1 98.8 �5.1 1.1 �6.9 1.6 �4.2 1.7
2 98.9 �2.2 1.1 �5.6 1.6 �4.5 1.7

AAS-62-51-P8 Porphyritic 1 98.7 �7.2 0.6 �9.8 0.9 �6.0 0.9
2 99.1 �6.3 0.7 �8.6 0.9 �5.3 1.0

AAS-38-188-P15 Porphyritic 1 98.0 4.9 1.0 �0.9 1.6 �3.4 1.7
2 94.2 2.7 1.1 �0.7 1.6 �2.2 1.7
3 83.2 �9.3 1.0 �12.1 1.6 �7.3 1.7

AAS62-40-P40 Porphyritic 1 99.4 �4.7 0.8 �6.2 0.7 �3.7 0.8
2 99.3 �4.6 0.6 �5.4 0.7 �3.0 0.8
3 98.8 �4.4 0.8 �6.4 0.7 �4.1 0.8

AAS62-40-P107 Porphyritic 1 98.2 �7.3 0.8 �9.1 0.8 �5.3 0.9

AAS62-40-P108 Porphyritic 1 98.9 �8.0 0.6 �8.7 0.7 �4.5 0.8
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Fig. 4. Oxygen three isotope plots of relict olivine grains from cosmic spherules: BSE images of the cosmic spherules and the regions of
analyses are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The terrestrial fractionation (TF) and carbonaceous chondrite anhydrous mineral (CCAM) lines have
slopes of �0.52 and �0.94, respectively (Clayton, 1993). All error bars are 2r. The number in parentheses is the forsterite content (%) of
olivine.
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chondrites (e.g., Brearley and Jones, 1998). NiO contents in
many olivine grains of spherules are <0.2 wt%, although
contents up to 1.3 wt% NiO were measured in the more
FeO-rich grains. Ni rich olivines are a consequence of heat-
ing during atmospheric entry (Michel-Lévy and
Bourot-Denise, 1992; Steele, 1992; Beckerling and
Bischoff, 1995; Gounelle et al., 2005; Cordier et al.,
2011b). In addition to similar ranges, the distributions of
minor elements relative to FeO are very similar to trends
found in chondrules from unequilibrated chondrites, with
forsteritic compositions (FeO < 5 wt%) similar to olivine
compositions in type I chondrules, and more FeO-rich com-
positions (FeO > 20 wt%) similar to olivine compositions in
type II chondrules (Fig. 5). In the plot of CaO vs. FeO
(Fig. 5a), most cosmic spherule compositions are similar
to type I and II chondrules of both ordinary and carbona-
ceous chondrites. Trends in Mn vs. Fe in type II chondrules
are different depending on chondrite group (Berlin et al.,
2011). In the plot of MnO vs. FeO (Fig. 5b), compositions
of FeO-rich olivine from cosmic spherules are most consis-
tent with CO chondrites. Olivine from type II chondrules in
CM and CV chondrites shows the same trend as CO chon-
drites: Hanowski and Brearley (2001), Hewins et al. (2011),
Jones (2012). Olivine compositions of cosmic spherules are
also similar to those of chondrules in the plot of Cr2O3 vs.
FeO (Fig. 5c). The CO chondrite, Kainsaz (petrologic sub-
type 3.2), has undergone mild metamorphism resulting in
loss of Cr from FeO-rich olivine (e.g., Grossman and
Brearley, 2005). Similarities in the Cr2O3 vs. FeO distribu-
tion between cosmic spherules and chondrules in OC
MET00526 (subtype 3.05) and the primitive CO chondrite,
ALH77307 (subtype 3.0), indicate that spherules have not
undergone mild metamorphism on a parent body.

These observations support an origin for cosmic spher-
ules relict grains from fragments of carbonaceous chondrite
chondrules (Steele, 1992; Genge et al., 2005, 2008; Gounelle
et al., 2005; Cordier et al., 2011a,b; Van Ginneken et al.,
2012; Imae et al., 2013). This interpretation is consistent
with the conclusions of previous studies based on chemical
compositions, which have shown that the majority of 140
3

Fig. 5. Minor element (CaO, MnO and Cr2O3) contents of relict
olivines from cosmic spherules where oxygen isotopes were
analyzed, compared with olivine compositions in chondrules from
unequilibrated ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites. Data for
ALH77307 from Jones (1992) and Brearley and Jones (1998);
remaining chondrule data from Berlin (2009) and Berlin et al.
(2011). Open symbols are olivine compositions in type I chon-
drules, and closed symbols are olivine compositions in type II
chondrules. Olivine in Kainsaz type I chondrules is slightly more
FeO-rich than olivine in ALHA77307 type I chondrules, because
Kainsaz has undergone mild metamorphism. Low Cr2O3 content in
olivine in Kainsaz is also attributable to mild metamorphism
(Grossman and Brearley, 2005).



Fig. 6. (a) Oxygen three isotope plot for relict olivine grains
(N = 28) in cosmic spherules from this study, excluding those
having d18O > 10&. “TF”, “Y&R” and “CCAM” represent the
terrestrial mass fractionation line (d17O = 0.52 � d18O), Young and
Russell line (d17O = 1.00 � d18O � 1.04; from Young and Russell,
1998) and Carbonaceous Chondrite Anhydrous Mineral line
(d17O = 0.94 � d18O � 4.1; Clayton et al., 1977). The dark line is
a linear regression through data from the current work, which has
the parameters given on the plot. All error bars are 2r. (b) Oxygen
isotopic compositions of all individual olivine and pyroxene grains
in cosmic spherules including data of the present study (filled
circles), Engrand et al. (1999) (triangles) and Gounelle et al. (2005)
(diamonds). The dark line is a linear regression for all compiled
data (N = 77) which has the parameters given on the plot. All error
bars are 2r.
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relict olivine grains in micrometeorites from Antarctica and
Greenland collections represent type I and type II chon-
drules of carbonaceous chondrites rather than ordinary
chondrites (Beckerling and Bischoff, 1995; Engrand et al.,
1999).
In addition to chemical relationships, oxygen isotope
data of the olivine grains in cosmic spherules show a strong
relationship to olivine grains in chondrules of carbonaceous
chondrites. Fig. 6a shows a compilation of data from this
study, and Fig. 6b shows a compilation including all previ-
ously published oxygen isotope data from relict grains of
micrometeorites/cosmic spherules analyzed using ion
microprobe (Engrand et al., 1999; Gounelle et al., 2005).
Regression lines through all micrometeorites/cosmic spher-
ules data in both Fig. 6a and b are very similar to the
CCAM line (relict olivines in cosmic spherules
AAS38-43-P55 and AAS62-61-P20 that have d18O values
>20& are excluded from Fig. 6). Oxygen isotopic composi-
tions of bulk chondrules from different carbonaceous chon-
drites also lie close to the CCAM line, as shown in Fig. 7,
and have a range of d18O values similar to that of the
micrometeorites/cosmic spherules (Clayton, 1993;
Weisberg et al., 1993; Rowe et al., 1994; Jones et al.,
2004; Jones, 2012 and references therein; Jones et al.,
2014a). Bulk chondrule data from the least metamorphosed
ordinary chondrites such as Semarkona (LL3.0), Bishunpur
(LL3.1) and Krymka (LL3.1) plot above the TF line, and
there are not many olivine grains from micrometeorites/
cosmic spherules with such compositions in this region.
Similarly, most cosmic spherule analyses do not overlap
bulk oxygen isotopic compositions of chondrules from
enstatite chondrites, which plot on the TF line. Many indi-
vidual analyses from the micrometeorites overlap bulk
chondrule compositions of carbonaceous CV, CK, CR
and CM chondrites. It appears that the majority of the
relict olivines in micrometeorites/cosmic spherules origi-
nated from chondrules of carbonaceous rather than ordi-
nary and enstatite chondrites (Engrand et al., 1999).
However, the bulk oxygen isotope study on large cosmic
spherules by Suavet et al. (2010) has shown that �30% of
them are related to ordinary chondrites.

Olivine grains in chondrules from carbonaceous chon-
drites such as Acfer 094 (Ushikubo et al., 2012), CO
Yamato 81020 (Tenner et al., 2013), CR MET 00426 and
QUE 99177 (Tenner et al., 2015), and CV3 Allende
(Rudraswami et al., 2011b) show correlations between
D17O and Mg# (Fig. 8). Grains with high Mg# (>95) in
Acfer 094, CO, and CV chondrites have D17O values close
to �5&, while those with Mg# <96 in the same chondrites
have values of D17O �2& suggesting a bimodal distribution
of oxygen isotope reservoirs in the chondrule forming
region of the solar nebula (Rudraswami et al., 2011b;
Ushikubo et al., 2012). An additional reservoir of D17O at
0& was also suggested (Rudraswami et al., 2011b). The
16O-rich group with high Mg# and D17O at �5& is typi-
cally associated with type I chondrules, while those with
Mg# <96 and D17O at �2& are associated with both type
I and II chondrules (Ushikubo et al., 2012). In contrast,
type I chondrules in CR chondrites have Mg# >95 clus-
tered at �2& suggesting that they formed in a different
environment compared to other carbonaceous chondrites
(Tenner et al., 2015). Olivine grains with Mg# >95 of
Comet Wild 2 particles are also grouped at �2& and those



Fig. 7. Oxygen isotopic compositions for bulk chondrules in various carbonaceous and ordinary chondrites (Clayton et al., 1983, 1991;
Clayton and Mayeda, 1985, 1999; Mayeda et al., 1988; Rubin et al., 1990; Weisberg et al., 1993; Rowe et al., 1994; Bridges et al., 1998; Jones
et al., 2000, 2014a; Jones, 2012) are shown along with cosmic spherules data from the present study, Engrand et al. (1999) and Gounelle et al.
(2005). The data for bulk chondrules are from least metamorphosed samples as discussed in Jones (2012). The solid lines are the TF and
CCAM lines. All error bars of the micrometeorite/cosmic spherules data are 2r.

Fig. 8. The D17O values versus Mg# of olivine of cosmic spherules. The data are compared with those from olivine of type I (FeO-poor) and
II (FeO-rich) chondrules in Acfer 094 (Ushikubo et al., 2012) and Yamato 81020 (Tenner et al., 2013), type I chondrules of CR3 chondrite
MET 00426 and QUE 99177 (Tenner et al., 2015), Type I chondrules of Allende CV3 (Rudraswami et al., 2011b) and comet Wild 2 particles
(Nakashima et al., 2012).
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with Mg# <80 are scattered close to �2& indicating a clo-
ser relation to CR chondrites than to CO, CV, and Acfer
094 (Nakashima et al., 2012). Comparison of the relict oli-
vine with Mg# >95 from the present study shows that these
grains have the same range as type I chondrules from CO,
CV and Acfer 094 carbonaceous chondrites, while few of
the olivine grains with Mg# �60 to 75 match the type II
chondrules from these groups. There are some olivines hav-
ing D17O belonging to the type I chondrule group, but Mg#
similar to those found in type II groups (Fig. 8). The heat-
ing of the cosmic spherules during atmospheric entry may
have resulted in disturbance of the Mg# by changing the
Fe–Mg content, while retaining the original oxygen isotope
composition due to its slow diffusion rate (Gerard and
Jaoul, 1989; Cole and Chakraborty, 2001; Chakraborty,
2010).

4.2. 18O-rich olivine grains and possible terrestrial

contributions to oxygen isotopic compositions

In two of the cosmic spherules (AAS38-43-P55 and
AAS62-61-P20), d18O values measured on some olivine
grains are much higher than the majority of grains
(Fig. 4; Table 3). The two olivine grains measured in
AAS38-43-P55 have d18O values of +20.6& and �39.5&.
We analyzed five olivine grains in AAS62-61-P20: three
have negative d18O values (�5.2&, �26.9&, �34.8&),
and two have high positive values, +28.3& and +30.9&.
The large positive d18O values from AAS38-43-P55 and
AAS62-61-P20 fall close to the TF line, at even higher
d18O values than those of hydrous minerals in CI chon-
drites, which range up to +20& (Rowe et al., 1994). The
olivine grains with high d18O values are all relatively
FeO-rich (Fo67 in AAS38-43-P55, Fo76 and Fo80 in
AAS62-61-P20) compared with olivine grains that have
negative d18O values in the same cosmic spherules (Fo96

in P55 and Fo90–99 in AAS62-61-P20). Highly negative
D17O values in low FeO olivine grains and relatively less
negative D17O in high FeO olivine grains are commonly
found in many porphyritic chondrules (Jones et al., 2000;
Wasson et al., 2004; Ushikubo et al., 2012; Tenner et al.,
2013). It has been suggested that FeO-rich grains may have
exchanged oxygen with a 16O depleted nebular reservoir
during the formation of chondrules or multiple partial melt-
ing events (Wasson and Rubin, 2003). However, for the two
spherules discussed here, oxygen isotopic compositions of
the FeO-rich grains lie on or close to the CCAM line.
Hence, it does not seem likely that this mechanism of neb-
ular gas exchange is responsible for formation of the grains
with high d18O values in cosmic spherules AAS38-43-P55
and AAS62-61-P20. We consider two possible mechanisms
for interpreting the high d18O values: exchange of oxygen
with terrestrial atmosphere upon atmospheric entry, and
alteration processes on the parent body of the micromete-
orite material.

During atmospheric entry, particles undergo varying
degrees of heating depending on the angle of entry and
velocity. Heating can result in mass loss via volatilization,
which can result in isotopic fractionation. Also, heating
can result in exchange of oxygen isotopic composition with
the atmosphere (Engrand et al., 1999). The high d18O values
of olivine in spherules AAS38-43-P55 and AAS62-61-P20
may suggest that melting and isotopic exchange has
occurred. However, the chemical compositions of the
18O-rich olivine grains in these spherules are similar to
other grains that have isotopic compositions close to the
CCAM line, which suggests that chemical compositions
of the grains may not have been modified significantly.
Spherule AAS38-43-P55 has a fine-grained, vesicular tex-
ture that indicates that it was melted during atmospheric
entry, although AAS62-61-P20 has a porphyritic texture
that does not obviously suggest the same process. Oxygen
isotopic compositions of the grains with high d18O are very
similar to the oxygen isotope composition of tropospheric
O2, d18O = 23.5&, d17O = 11.8& (Thiemens et al., 1995),
suggesting that these grains record isotopic exchange.
However, the observed spread in d18O within each spherule
rules out complete isotopic mixing with atmospheric
oxygen. Grains in the same spherules with oxygen isotopic
compositions that lie along the CCAM line can be inter-
preted as relicts that survived the effects of atmospheric
entry. In contrast, the origin of the high d18O composition
in some olivine is not very clear. To produce an increase in
d18O, the 10 lm grain with forsterite composition 98.5%
can achieve 60% isotopic exchange with atmosphere within
40 s at 1500 K; in the present study most of the grains are
greater than 20 lm (Engrand et al., 2005). The high values
of d18O in AAS38-43-P55 and AAS62-61-P20 may be the
result of atmospheric oxygen isotope exchange during
entry. The grains with high d18O may have crystallized from
a melted portion of the chondrule, during cooling.
Accordingly, these grains have high NiO contents,
0.6–1.3 wt% NiO (Table 2) which could result from
oxidation of metal during the atmospheric melting event.

An alternative explanation for grains with high d18O in
the cosmic spherules is that these grains became more
depleted in 16O as a result of aqueous alteration in the par-
ent body (Rowe et al., 1994; Leshin et al., 1997). For CI and
CM chondrites, aqueous alteration results in
mass-dependent fractionation, and for CI chondrites, com-
positions of secondary hydrous phases spread along the TF
line. Because the olivines analyzed in the present study with
high d18O value are anhydrous, we consider it unlikely that
the high d18O values are due to aqueous alteration. We
favor an explanation that the high d18O values represent
atmospheric exchange.

Another potential terrestrial source of isotopic oxygen
exchange for cosmic spherules is seawater, during the resi-
dence time in the ocean. Seawater has d18O between 0&

and +1&, and any isotopic exchange would drive oxygen
isotope compositions toward this value (Clayton et al.,
1986). An oxygen isotope study on basalt recovered from
deep sea drilling has shown that oceanic rock exposed to
cold seawater for millions of years differed in d18O by less
than 2& from its primary unaltered value (Muehlenbachs
and Clayton, 1976). Redistribution or equilibration of oxy-
gen isotopes is a function of temperature and time. With
depth in the ocean, the rate of exchange of oxygen decreases
rapidly due to decrease in temperature (Cole et al., 1987).
The present study of olivine in cosmic spherules includes
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analyses with low d18O, down to �40&, and most analyses
spread close to the CCAM line and away from the TF line
(Fig. 6). This observation implies that there is no significant
contribution of seawater in changing the isotopic signature
of the spherules that have terrestrial ages of �50,000 years
(Prasad et al., 2013).

4.3. 16O-rich olivine grains

Oxygen isotope analyses of AAS-38-43-P38,
AAS-38-43-P55, AAS62-61-P20 reveal the presence of
16O-rich forsteritic grains, with D17O values �22& to
�19& (Table 3), similar to those found in CAIs and
AOAs (Clayton et al., 1977, 1986; Kimura et al., 1993;
Hiyagon and Hashimoto, 1999; Krot et al., 2004b, 2005).
16O-rich olivine is also found in chondrules of Allende,
Mokoia, Murchison, Yamato-86009, Acfer094 and other
carbonaceous and ordinary chondrites (e.g., Hiyagon and
Hashimoto, 1999; Jones et al., 2004; Rudraswami et al.,
2011b; Ushikubo et al., 2012). Similarly, 16O-rich forsteritic
grains have been reported from comet Wild 2 (McKeegan
et al., 2006; Nakamura et al., 2008; Nakamura-Messenger
et al., 2011; Nakashima et al., 2012) and stratospheric inter-
planetary dust particles (IDPs) (McKeegan, 1987).

For cosmic spherules AAS-38-43-P38 and
AAS-62-61-P20, 16O-rich and 16O-poor grains are observed
in the same spherules, with very small spatial separation of
<200 lm. This is the first observation of olivine grains hav-
ing both 16O-rich and 16O-poor compositions within the
same cosmic spherules. The coexistence of grains with very
different D17O values along the CCAM line indicates
incomplete oxygen isotope exchange, most likely during
formation of the original cosmic spherules. Isotopic hetero-
geneity on this scale suggests that some grains preserve their
original isotopic record. For particles with high porosity,
heterogeneity during heating creates a thermal gradient
which results in atmospheric oxygen exchange during entry
only with some grains (Matrajt et al., 2006). The textures of
cosmic spherules AAS-38-43-P38 and AAS-62-61-P20
resemble type II chondrules, in which larger FeO-rich oli-
vine grains commonly have 16O-rich, forsteritic cores that
are relict in the sense that they survived chondrule forma-
tion (Jones et al., 2000; Kunihiro et al., 2004; Ruzicka
et al., 2007; Kita et al., 2008; Connolly and Huss, 2010;
Ushikubo et al., 2012; Schrader et al., 2013; Tenner et al.,
2013). Similar to chondrules, 16O-rich forsterite grains in
these two cosmic spherules may have been mixed with
16O-poor material in fine-grained precursor material, prior
to a melting event, or there may have been oxygen isotope
exchange with the nebular gas when the precursor of these
cosmic spherules were molten. We suggest that 16O-rich
olivine in these cosmic spherules records primitive conditions
in the solar nebula, similar to primary condensates that
have oxygen isotopic compositions close to the Solar com-
position determined from the Genesis mission (McKeegan
et al., 2011). Overall, it appears that 16O-rich olivines are
similar to refractory inclusions or AOAs, and could have
formed in the inner protoplanetary disk region at an early
stage of the solar nebula, then later migrated to a
16O-poor chondrule-forming region, closer to the chondrite
accretion region (Itoh and Yurimoto, 2003). Similar to
chondrules, cosmic spherules are the products of high tem-
perature events that resulted in partial melting and preser-
vation of relict precursor grains. It appears that the
original isotopic signatures of relict grains in cosmic spher-
ules have not been disturbed subsequently, either as a result
of heating or other alteration events on their parent bodies,
atmospheric entry or during their residence time in
seawater.

4.4. Oxygen isotope distribution

As discussed above, the majority of the relict olivines in
cosmic spherules investigated here fall in the carbonaceous
chondrite region of the oxygen three-isotope plot (Figs. 6
and 7). Bulk chondrule oxygen isotope compositions for
various chondrite groups are shown for comparison with
olivine grain analyses of cosmic spherules (Fig. 7).
Chondrules from carbonaceous chondrites such as CV,
CK, CR and CM (Fig. 7) have compositions close to the
CCAM line (e.g., Clayton et al., 1983; Rubin et al., 1990;
Jones et al., 2004; Rudraswami et al., 2011b; Jones, 2012;
Ushikubo et al., 2012). Oxygen isotope data for cosmic
spherules mostly falls between the CCAM (Clayton et al.,
1977) and Y&R (Young and Russell, 1998) lines (Fig. 6).
The present study (excluding a few points having higher
d18O > 20&) has a best fit slope of 0.99 and an intercept
of �3.8& (Fig. 6). By comparison the ion microprobe data
from the current study combined with previous investiga-
tions on olivine grains of micrometeorites using ion micro-
probe (Engrand et al., 1999; Gounelle et al., 2005) has a
similar slope (0.98) and an intercept of �2.6&. These slopes
are similar to the Primitive Chondrule Minerals (PCM) line
(slope of �0.99) defined by Ushikubo et al. (2012) and to
those found for chondrules of CV3 chondrites including
Mokoia and Allende (Jones et al., 2004, 2014a;
Rudraswami et al., 2011b). The best fit lines for bulk chon-
drule oxygen isotopes for CV, CK, CR and CM chondrites
have slopes of 0.99, 0.99, 0.99 and 0.82, respectively (see
summary in Jones (2012); along with additional data from
Rowe et al. (1994) and Clayton and Mayeda (1999) for
chondrules of Essebi CM and Karoonda CK chondrites,
respectively, Jones et al. (2014a) for CV chondrites
Allende, Mokoia, Vigarano and Leoville, and Jones et al.
(2014b) for primitive CR chondrite EET 92042). The slopes
for chondrules from CV, CK and primitive CR chondrites
resemble micrometeorite/cosmic spherule results.
Chondrules from CM chondrites have undergone aqueous
alteration. The spread of the cosmic spherules olivine grains
lies very close to bulk chondrules of CV, CK, CR and CM
chondrites, making it difficult to distinguish a relationship
with any particular chondrite group. No data are available
for chondrules from CO chondrites, due to their smaller
size; however, in situ analyses of individual grains show that
they fall approximately on the CCAM line (Clayton et al.,
1983, 1991; Clayton and Mayeda, 1985, 1999; Mayeda
et al., 1988; Rubin et al., 1990; Weisberg et al., 1993;
Rowe et al., 1994; Bridges et al., 1998; Jones et al., 2000;
Tenner et al., 2013). Isolated olivine grains from CI chon-
drites lie on the CCAM line but are 16O-poor compared



Fig. 9. (a) Histogram plot of D17O compiled for in situ analyses of
individual relict grains in micrometeorites/cosmic spherules for all
analyses in the present study and those by Engrand et al. (1999)
and Gounelle et al. (2005). (b) Histogram plot of D17O of individual
relict grains, bulk analyses and in situ spot analyses of IDPs and
micrometeorites/cosmic spherules (Clayton et al., 1986; Greshake
et al., 1996; Engrand et al., 1999, 2005; Gounelle et al., 2005;
Taylor et al., 2005; Yada et al., 2005; Matrajt et al., 2006; Suavet
et al., 2010; Cordier et al., 2011a, 2012).
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to other carbonaceous chondrites (Leshin et al., 1997). The
d17,18O values of olivine in cosmic spherules are within the
range of chondrules from carbonaceous chondrites, and
very few data fall in the range defined for bulk ordinary
and enstatite chondrites.

Nearly �80% of the micrometeorites with relict grains
from this study and the work of Engrand et al. (1999)
and Gounelle et al. (2005) have D17O ranging from �8&

to +2& (Fig. 9a). Also the compilation of the oxygen iso-
tope analyses from in situ and bulk analyses of IDPs (inter-
planetary dust particles) and all types of
micrometeorites/cosmic spherules (melted, partially melted
and unmelted) have a D17O spread within the same range
(Clayton et al., 1986; Greshake et al., 1996; Engrand
et al., 1999, 2005; Gounelle et al., 2005; Taylor et al.,
2005; Yada et al., 2005; Matrajt et al., 2006; Suavet et al.,
2010; Cordier et al., 2011a, 2012; Cordier and Folco,
2014), showing that IDPs and micrometeorites/cosmic
spherules represent comparable populations of interplane-
tary material (Fig. 9b). The bulk oxygen isotope composi-
tions of unmelted micrometeorites (e.g., Matrajt et al.,
2006) and those of cosmic spherules (Cordier and Folco,
2014) have higher d17,18O. Furthermore, oxygen isotope
data from comet Wild 2 particle fragments are similar to
those of chondrules in carbonaceous chondrites and fall
close to the CCAM line (McKeegan et al., 2006;
Nakamura et al., 2008; Nakashima et al., 2012). Hence,
close relationships can be inferred between oxygen isotopes
of micrometeorites, cosmic spherules, chondrules, IDPs,
and comet Wild 2 fragments, suggesting their formation
in similar oxygen isotope reservoirs before becoming incor-
porated into different parent bodies (Engrand et al., 1999,
2005). Chondrules that accreted into parent bodies close
to their formation zones became constituents of chondritic
parent bodies, whereas chondrules that were transported
outward, possibly as a result of gas flow in the midplane,
became constituents of comets in the Kuiper Belt region
(Ciesla, 2007). Micrometeorites and cosmic spherules could
thus have either have an asteroidal or a cometary origin.

Dust arising from the asteroid belt and ejecta from
comets provides a wide variety of solar system materials
that we sample on Earth as micrometeorites. Both dust
populations are broadly chondritic, but there is also a
minor achondritic contribution to micrometeorite material
(Taylor et al., 2007; Gounelle et al., 2009; Badjukov
et al., 2010; Cordier et al., 2011a, 2012). One of the reasons
that micrometeorites are dominated by chondritic material
could be that micrometeorites are sourced largely from
C-type asteroids or comets. These bodies have properties
such as low density, high porosity and low material
strength, as a result of which they are fragmented easily
during collisions and would end up as dust size particles
(Consolmagno et al., 2008). Among meteorites, the bulk
densities of CI and CM chondrites are the lowest due to
high porosity (�2 gm/cm3, Britt et al., 2002;
Consolmagno et al., 2008). The other carbonaceous chon-
drites do not differ significantly from ordinary chondrites
(�2.9 to 3.5 gm/cm3: Britt et al., 2002). The porosity of
C-type asteroids, >20%, is high compared with the ordinary
chondrites (<10%) (Consolmagno et al., 2008). Although
many carbonaceous chondrites do not show high porosity
and are similar to ordinary chondrites (average porosity
11–16%: Britt et al., 2002), samples in our meteorite collec-
tions may not be representative of all the C-type asteroids:
our sampling may be biased toward material with low
porosity that is likely to maintain its integrity and not suffer
catastrophic disruption. Infrared astronomical satellite
observations suggest that release of dust in the asteroid belt
is a by-product of disruptive collisions, and most of the dust
contribution is from C-type asteroid or asteroid clusters
(Nesvorný et al., 2003). This contrasts with the fact that
ordinary chondrites are the most common meteorite falls.
Comets also play an important role in the contribution of
interplanetary dust; thus, their contribution to the flux of
micrometeorites cannot be ignored (Cremonese et al.,
2012). The Stardust spacecraft returned cometary samples
that show oxygen isotope compositions are similar to chon-
drules and refractory inclusions in carbonaceous chondrites
(McKeegan et al., 2006; Nakamura et al., 2008; Nakashima
et al., 2012). The oxygen isotope data of comets and car-
bonaceous chondrites probably overlap as particle forma-
tion and migration has taken place from inner solar
nebula region to the Kuiper belt (Ciesla, 2007; Aléon
et al., 2009; Ushikubo et al., 2012). Because chemical and
isotopic compositions of micrometeorites overlap with both
carbonaceous chondrites and comets, it is not possible at
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present to accurately distinguish between these two proba-
ble sources.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Relict olivine grains in the cosmic spherules in the pre-
sent study have sampled asteroidal or cometary parent bod-
ies. They show chemical and oxygen isotope compositions
analogous to chondrules from various types of carbona-
ceous chondrites and some of them have textures that
strongly resemble fragments of individual chondrules.
Their chemical and isotopic compositions demonstrate that
they have largely escaped atmospheric entry processing.
The majority of oxygen isotope compositions measured in
the relict olivine grains of cosmic spherules are clustered
along the CCAM line, at D17O ranging from �5& to 0&,
which indicates formation in a 16O-poor reservoir similar
to that recorded by chondrules from carbonaceous chon-
drites. In addition, 16O-rich compositions of some olivine
grains indicate that the conditions of their formation may
be similar to that experienced by CAIs and AOAs. The
association of 16O-rich forsteritic olivine and 16O-poor
FeO-rich olivine in the same cosmic spherules is analogous
to relict forsterite grains and their FeO-rich overgrowths
observed in type II chondrules in carbonaceous and ordi-
nary chondrites.

In two of the cosmic spherules we studied, some olivine
grains show high d18O values, up to +30&, which are
higher than have been observed in any meteorite group.
The high value could be attributed to isotopic exchange
with stratospheric oxygen during atmospheric entry. A
compilation of all the relict grains analyzed in cosmic spher-
ules to date has a slope of �0.99, similar to compiled data
for chondrules from CV, CK and CR chondrites, indicating
a strong relationship between these extraterrestrial
materials.
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